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ABOUT US
Elames Ironmongery division was established to bring to customers’ ordinary
and extraordinary hardware solutions. Let Elames “Open the Door” to an
incredible range of reliable products, which are available with unique and
patented designs, and functions just suited for that right client that wants and
demand only highest quality products available within the industry.
Our strong history for the last 4 decades has enabled us to deal with top
brands from Europe and all around the world. Our specialized sales Team has
assisted many end users over the years in meeting specific requirements and
implementing custom solutions. Our specialists are certified and well verse
to dealing directly with customers not only in one of the largest showrooms
in Bahrain but also on-site for a better understanding of clients requirements.

ELAMES is an associate member of (GAI) Guild of Architectural Ironmongers and offer a
complete, free of charge, scheduling service. As a member of the GAI you can be assured
our schedules/specifications are prepared to the latest British and European hardware
standards, ensuring correct product specifications and applications to meet end user
requirements.
Our service offers not just a detailed spreadsheet, quote and samples it provides the
expertise, communication and commitment required to see this time consuming process
through from start to finish. Our skilled technical team will work closely with the client,
identify any potential problems and provide the appropriate solution.

The Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) is an organization that keeps and changes
the standardization of construction language as it pertains to building specifications.
Elames has key staff that stays involved and active in this widely recognized organization.

AREAS OF SPECIALTY

Designer Handles

Levers

Door Locks

Cylinders

(DHI) The Door and Hardware Institute is an association proudly serving door security and
safety professionals, and the dynamic companies they represent, in the non-residential
construction industry. Through education, advocacy, accreditation and facilitated
networking, we provide members with the collective intelligence to meet the security and
safety needs of their customers. Elames also has key staff with long term training and
expertise with this Association.
Hinges
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Exit Devices

Door Closers

Access Control
Systems

Interior Decorative
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Designer Handles
Crafted and finished by hand, our unique and stylish
door handles range adds an unusual statement to
domestic and commercial interior solutions. A vast
range of unique styles and designs is available to meet
various types of interior design requirements, dealing
with award winning designers and manufacturers
alike, built to the highest quality. We believe in offering
a truly unique and unusual solutions to your interior
environment, that’s why we offer various finishes,
materials and fixings for all of our stylish door handles.
From bright polish and satin brushed finishes, through
to aluminum and aged brass, copper and bronze
materials, rest assured to find your ideal and unique
door handle at Elames.
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Levers
Choosing the right door lever for design and
application can be one of the most important and
difficult aspects in choosing your ironmongery.
Elames appreciates the importance of this in choosing
the right handle to suit your design, specification, and
budget. Our wide range offerings of Stainless Steel,
Brass, Bronze, and many other finishes is ideal for the
majority of applications, suitable for use in contract,
public, commercial, institutional, and residential
buildings. Our Ironmongery Sales associates will give
you an extremely large range of door Lever offerings
from countries in Europe, Asia, and the United States
of America.
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Door Locks
We offer the widest variety of door locks, which are
available with both EN/CE and ANSI/UL Certification from
the many different manufactures we represent worldwide.
Types of Door Locks:
- Mortise Locks – available in both EN / ANSI 		
		 Standards
- Bored Locks – available in ANSI / Standards
- Electrified Locks – available in both EN / ANSI 		
		 Standards
- Push Button Locks – available in both EN / ANSI 		
		 Standards
- Card Access Locks – available in both EN / ANSI 		
		 Standards
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Cylinders
Most of us really value and appreciate our homes.
Not only are they the place we unwind, relax and
spend quality time with our families, they are usually
our biggest investment and expenditure, and so
naturally we make an effort to look after them. That’s
where Cylinders form an important role in-house/
door security.
Depending on customers’ requirements, all key
systems available through Elames can be based on
either a simple master keyed System or we can also
offer a more protective High-Security System. We
can assist you in establishing your own Great Grand
Master Keyed, Grand Master Keyed, or Master Keyed
system suited for your specific security needs. All
systems can be provided in European CE/EN and
North American ANSI, UL standards.
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CONCEALED HINGE

Hinge
No matter what you’re looking for, we got you
covered through a vast offering of Hinges that
is guaranteed to meet your door requirements,
fire rating, and durability and most importantly
aesthetically pleasing.
Here are just some of the different hinge offerings
Elames can offer:
- Two Knuckle Lift-Off Type Hinge
- Three Knuckle Plain and Ball Bearing
		 Type in Standard weight hinge gauge.
- Five Knuckle Plan and Ball Bearing
		 Type in Standard and Heavyweight
		Hinge gauge
- Olive Knuckle Hinge for your very
		 ornate design look
- Paumelle Hinge also for your very
		 ornate design look
- Pivots – top, bottom, intermediate
All hinges are available in BS/EN (European
Standards)
and
UL/BHMA
(Underwriters
Laboratories,
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Exit Devices
Exit Devices are required for both Panic and Security
from January 1, 2010. Therefore it became mandatory
for all exit devices to comply with the latest revisions
of both the EN 1125 or EN 1179 and CE Marking.
Panic Application - Conforming to EN 1125:2008
A “Panic” application is where the exit door is used by
members of the public and must provide “safe and
effective escape through the doorway with minimum
effort and without prior knowledge of operation”.
Emergency Applications – Conforming to EN
179:2008
An “Emergency” application is where the exit door
is in a low occupancy environment and will only be
used by trained personnel, such as in a place of work
In addition to CE marking applications in Europe,
Exit Devices are also to be tested to comply to ANSI
Standard A156.3 which is developed and maintained
by BHMA in North America.
Elames is happy to provide Exit Devices for either
Certifications as we have sources from vast
Manufactures world-wide that offer as such.
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Door Closers
Door Closers also are required to clearly Certified by the
following:
British Standard - EN1154, EN1155, CE – Certifire
ANSI Standard - ANSI STANDARD A156.4 and UL LISTED.
Elames can provide closers for any and all unique application,
fire ratings, and door types.
Here are just a few of the types of Door Closers:
- Surface Closer
- Concealed Closer
- Track Closer
- Floor Closer
- Overhead Concealed Closer
- Automatic Door Closer
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Access Control Systems
With an access control system, you can now replace keys
in your day-to-day activities, control access to various
spaces and set different security Levels in different areas.
Another big advantage of installing an access control
system is user’s management and authorization. Elames
Access Control Team is ready and equipped to assist you
in selecting the best system suitable for your specific
requirements and/or for your existing software system to
ensure system compatibility and effectiveness.
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Interior Decoration
At Elames, we understand interior design needs and
therefore collaborating with award winning designers
that have proved their uniqueness and creativity in
architecture. Stylish handrails, coat hooks, furniture
and many more customizable options available for
those who believe that utility and style can go hand
in hand.
Elames decorative ironmongery solutions offers
unique and expertly crafted array of products suited
to both commercial and domestic interior settings. All
products are expertly crafted to the highest quality
stadards.
Regardless of your project requirements, we are
prepared to assist you in creating a masterpiece!
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BRANDS

With more than 25 brands sold in almost 130 countries across the globe,
we specialize in security around the doorway and beyond: everything from
residential and commercial locks, door closer and exit devices, steel doors
and frames to access control and workforce productivity systems. While
mechanical hardware is the foundation of our business and will always be at
the core of what we do, we recognize that the future of the security industry
lies in addressing the needs of an increasingly connected world.

Architectural Builders Hardware Mfg. Inc. (ABH) is a high quality manufacturer of Overhead
Holders & Stops, Hospital Latches, Electromagnetic Holders, Pivots, Strikes and Rescue
Stops, Aluminum Hinges, Stainless Steel Hinges, Coordinators, Flush Bolts, Power Wire
Transfers, and Roller Latches.
ABH Manufacturing Inc. is a manufacturer of High Quality Construction Products that
includes Door Hardware, Exterior Aluminum Entrance Solutions, & Interior Aluminum
Solutions. Over the past twenty-five years ABH has grown to become one of the top
providers of Door Hardware Engineered Solutions in the Construction Industry.

More info...

More info...

Brands

Products

As a truly unique design company based in Nottingham specialising in
handmade architectural ironmongery, we offer domestic and commercial
solutions with a stylish twist.
Explore our extensive collection of interior products that include all aspects of creative architectural ironmongery
from extravagant door handles, stylish portholes and iconic sinks and urinals.
We also offer a full interior design service specialising in the bar and restaurant sector as well as bespoke installations.

More info...

Products

ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions and a market leader in most of
Europe, North America, South America, China and Oceania.
ASSA ABLOY has a complete range of door opening products, solutions and services for
the institutional, commercial and consumer markets.
Using the latest technologies and tried-and-tested techniques, we are constantly
developing innovative solutions that improve our customers’ lives through greater security,
safety and convenience.
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TownSteel has been manufacturing commercial hardware for over 25 years. We take
pride in our ability to maintain a product that keeps people safe. Over 25 years, we’ve
grown into an international enterprise with major category-leading security products
sold in over 20 countries.
Townsteel also offers the only Anti-Ligatrue Rejuvenator Conical Knob lock retrofit
trim set(RRX-K) which will retrofit most major brand mortise locks. All products are
available with Antimicrobial coating that inhibits bacteria growth.

More info...

More info...

Products

Products

Catalogue

Goldstar Hardware Co., Ltd., Established in 1999, is a specialized manufacturer of furniture
handles and knobs, SS levers and pull handles, door hinges, stoppers, bolts, shower
hinges, locks and other accessories. Close to Hong Kong, the convenient transportation has
brought us more opportunities and competitive advantages in both domestic and foreign
markets.

More info...

Products

Products
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BRANDS

Reese Enterprises is a family owned business that has been designing and manufacturing
door and floor products for more than 80 years. The company began as a “roll former” of zinc
and copper weatherstrip materials. Over time, door and window weatherstrips changed,
and extruded aluminum shapes with vinyl, neoprene or polyprene inserts replaced the roll
formed materials.
More info...

Products by FSB are to be found wherever architecture meets “handle culture” - in
short, at the cusp between people and architecture. They variously include our classic
heavy-duty hardware for doors and windows plus mortice locks, door closers and
hinges in matching styles and materials and our (grippingly) convenience-focused
ErgoSystem®, a universal barrier-free concept that has established itself in the
marketplace amongst all age groups.

Products

More info...

Premier Architectural Hardware (PAH) is a USA based Company with over 15 years experience
as manufacturer for U.S. and international customers; our products and components can be
found in thousands of buildings from schools to airports as well as high security and military
facilities Worldwide. We specialize in the design and development of high quality Electromechanical building and security hardware and leverage many innovation patents.

In 1971, d line‘s first lever, the U-shape, Ø14 mm, was manufactured. It was followed by
the L-shape, which firmly established the d line ethos of stalwart, minimalist design. The
overriding characteristic of these first two levers has been maintained in d line products
ever since: the bent sections on all metal tubes maintain the radius of the even sections.
This ensures a well balanced visual impression.

Products are constructed to comply with ANSI and BHMA standards and are typically UL listed
and certificated to U.S. standards and beyond where required.

Over the years more designs emerged from the hands of Knud Holscher and slowly, but
consistently the product range formed a complete scheme af stainless steel designs.

More info...

US Products

EU Products

Our main target is to achieve the highest quality and excellence in all of our products
to make our clients dreams a wonderful reality and let them enjoy luxury interiors,
embellished with our bathrooms fittings and decorative door hardware.
Mestre produces a rich selection of classical taps, elegant faucets and exclusive
accessories for the bathrooms as well as all the accessories for door, furnitures and
window as handles, knobs. Pure brass, Swarovski crystals and best finishes together
with experience, know-how and handcrafted work are always essential.

More info...
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Catalogue

More info...

Catalogue

Products

ÇEBI A.S. is a Turkish manufacturer of furniture accessories such as handles, knobs, fitting
accessories, clothes hangers, flanges and fittings for table & desk glass tops and legs for
sofas & cabinets and has been a leader in this sector since 1979.
The product quality is under the guarantee of the LGA Quality Certificate issued by a
worldwide approved certification body – The LGA Test & Certification Institute in Germany.

More info...

Products
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PROJECTS

Dilmunia
at Hidd

Bahrain Telecommunication
Company (BATELCO)

Royal Maternity Hospital

Muharraq Seef Mall, Bahrain

at Riffa

at Muharraq

ABC Bank Refubishment

Government Facilities Project

at Bahrain

at Hramula

Bahrain National Museum
at Manama

Residential Villa Of Saeed
Raddad Al Zahrani at Bahrain

4 Storey Building
at Tubli

BDF C0002/A-2015-66-Pcc-11,
B-16 @ M66 at Riffa

Jaw Girls Comprehensive
School Phase 1, at Manama

Salwa Resort Hotel

at Riffa

at Seef Area

Zallaq Police Station

Ewa- Mazaya Plaza

at Zallaq

Al Khamis Mosque &
Visiting Centre at Riffa

Sash Luxury Villa

Private Villa

Magic Island

at Riffa

at India

at Manama

Premier Inn Hotel

1101- Staff Accomodation

Four Season Hotel

at Dilmunia

at Isa Town

Mueller Middle East Copper
Tube Plant @ Biip at Hidd

Dannat Al Lawzi

Almoayyed Tower at Seef Districts

Gudaibiya Palace

at Seef Area

Galali Building

Al Salama Hospital

Yasmeenat

at Sitra

at Saar

at Bahrain

Oncology Hospital

at Manama

Proposed Shopping Mall

Al Ahara Restaurant
Refurbishment at Tubli

Swiss bel Hotel
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Proposed Batelco
Health Centre at East Riffa

Bahrain Financial Harbour

at Diplomatic Area

at Bahrain

at Gudaibiya

Grand Cinemas
Muharraq Mall at Muhhaq

Staff Accommodation

Bahrain National Theatre

at Seef Area

at Manama
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KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

ELAMES BSC (c)
P.O Box 26095,
Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
T : +973 1770 3336,
F : +973 1770 0574
E : sales@behzad-group.com

BEHZAD TRADING
P.O Box 76226,
Al Khobar-Dammam, Highway, KSA
T : +966 3 858 1605, +966 3 858 1607
F : +966 3 858 1610
E : salsaleh@behzad-group.com

CHATEAU BUILDING MATERIALS
P.O Box 94684
United Arab Emirates
T : +971 2 642 3226
F : +971 2 641 6603
E : chateau@behzad-group.com
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